
III.—THE LEIPSIC SCHOOL OF EXPERIMENTAL
PSYCHOLOGY.

By E. BBADFOKD TITCHBNEB.

THE object of this article is to give a general survey of the
researches carried out in Wondt's Institute, and of the other
psychological contents of the Philosophische Studien, from
the date of Prof. Cattell's paper on " The Psychological
Laboratory at Leipsic" to the present time. The
material with which Prof. Cattell had to deal was
classified by him as convenience dictated.1 It has
seemed to me more suitable to follow the divisions of the
Physiohgische Psychologic, and to employ Wundt's termino-
logy throughout. I have aimed, so far as space allows, at
giving a critical rather than a merely descriptive account of
the various researches under notice ; although many of the
questions at issue are too complicated to be adequately dealt
with in any other way than by an independent discussion.

I. The Physical Basis of Mental Life. The counter-
criticism of Prof. H. Munk's views upon cerebral localisation
and specific nerve-energy, with which Wundt opens the
sixth volume of the Studien, is interesting both as contain-
ing the latter's last word upon the two questions, and as
showing how dangerous it is for a ' pure' physiologist to
meddle in psychology.* According to Prof. Munk, each
sense-centre is, on the one hand, a projection-sphere for the
peripheral excitations of the sense-organ, and, on the other,
a store-house of memorial representations of such excitations.
Hence the distinction, e.g., between " cortical" and "mental"
blindness. Wundt points out, that the psychology of the
latter supposition is worthy of a believer in the ' faculties ' of
the phrenologists. He notices the gradual approximation
of the extreme schools—of Hitzig and Luciani on the one
side, and of the followers of Flourens on the other; and
repeats his conviction that facts and not hypotheses are the
present desiderata.

i M m , liiL pp. 87-61.
* " Znr Frage der Localisation der Qrosahimfnnotionen," Phil Stud.

vi. pp. 1-26. Phyt. Piyc/i. (8te Aufl.) L pp. 218 ft, 882 fit H. Monk,
" Ueber die centralen Onine for dka Sehen and das HSren bei den
Wabatihienn," Sitsungdtrtcht derkgL Preuu. Acadtmxe der fFistentdtaflen,
June 20, 1689.
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THB LEIPSIC SCHOOL OF EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY. 2 0 7

The doctrine of specific energies, as expounded by J.
Muller and Helmholtz, had been opposed by Wundt mainly
on two grounds: (1) that in the absence of a particular
sense-organ the existence of sensations of that sense had
never been observed; and (2) that the assumption of
specific energies presupposes a theory of the constancy of
organic forms. After restating these arguments at some
length, he gives a clear account of his own view—that the
central nervous elements were to begin with functionally
indifferent, and only gradually acquired a special function
owing to internal molecular changes caused by their peri-
pheral connexions. The taking on of vicarious function is
then an adaptation to a new set of functional conditions;
its range of possibility becoming increasingly limited with
increasing complication of brain-structure.

II . Sensation, (a) Intensity. The most noteworthy feature
of Prof. Kraepelin's article on psycho-physical method is his
condemnation of the method of right and wrong cases in its
present form. The difficulty which the judgments " equal "
and " doubtful" present to the application of mathematical
formulae to experimental results gained by this method has
occupied psycho-physicists from the beginning. Fechner
at first halved the offending judgments ; and thus, from
the equation r + / + z = n, obtained r1 +/1 = n (where

r1 = r +%,/1 = / + ! ) > *"* ^ d Z1 being alone taken into
account in the determination of the threshold of difference.1
G. E. Muller uses them differently. "We may regard them
as belonging to a sphere of sensations (T) which lies mid-
way between tj > t and ^ < t (^ and t being the stimuli, and
the signs referring to a judgment of just perceptible sensation-
difference) ; and may assume that a definite point of T corre-
sponds to the ideal equality of the sensations called forth by ^
and x—the equality gained by the distribution of r, f and z.
Let S, denote the portion of T which lies above this point
of equality, and Sn , that which lies below it. Then, accord-
ing to Muller, the z-cases will be uniformly distributed in T
on either side of the equality-point; so that the threshold

T
of difference * is Si = Sn = „ . Lorenz reckoned judgments of

1 r -> right, / = wrong, a » doubtful and equal judgments.
1 Wondt, following Fechner, makes 8, and Sn partial thresholds, T

the total threshold. To 8, corresponds the decrease of D (the stimulas-
diflerence, ti - 1 ) by a value equivalent to the magnitude of S, ; to Sn,
the increase of D by a value equivalent to the magnitude of Sn.
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208 B. B. TITCHENEB :

equality, when i^ and t were objectively different, as /-cases ;
but Prof. Kraepelin rightly points out that the psychological
moments in such a judgment are essentially different from
those which characterise wrong judgments properly so-called.
He himself proposes a modification of the method, which
had been independently suggested by Prof. Jastrow ;—the ex-
clusion of ^-judgments altogether. Objectively equal stimuli
not being employed, the reagent is simply required to decide
in each case wnich of the two given impressions is the stronger.

Those who have worked much with the method'of right
and wrong cases will, I think, be exceedingly distrustful of
this innovation. The previous state of consciousness (ex-

f ectation) exerts a very large influence on the judgment,
have often noticed that a stimulus-difference which lay

beneath the threshold would appear considerably increased,
and one which lay above it considerably diminished, if the
expectation were wrongly directed before the experiment
took place. It is exceedingly easy always to give the judg-
ment " greater," even when objectively equal stimuli are
employed; but the psychological conditions are essentially
altered, and a constant error imported into the results, by
the exclusion of 2-cases.1

Starke's research on the measurement of strength of
sound is a continuation of previous work. Within the
limits of experimentation it was again found that the law of
proportionality between intensity of sound and height of
fall, where the fall-weight is constant, and between intensity
of sound and fall-weight, where the height of fall is con-
stant, is valid. Deviations from it, noticed by other ob-
servers, are explained by neglect of various sources of error.*

1 Wondt, Phyt. Psych. L pp. 858-5 ; Kraepelin, " Znr Kenntniss der

Ssycho-physischen ilethoden, P. S. vi. 498-618 ; Lorenz, " Die Methods
er richtigen und falschen Falle in ihrer Anwendung auf SchaUeinpfind-

nngen," P. S. ii. p'p. 430 ft; Jastrow, " A Critique of Psycho-physical
Methods," American Journal of Psychology, L 277-291.

* The law, i = cwh—which is only empirically valid—has been dis-
cussed by Prot Cattell, MIND, xiii. p. 42. Starke, " Zuin Mass der
Schallstarken " P. S. v. 157-169. Cf. his original article, " Die l a s t i n g von
SchaUstftrke,',:P. S. iii. pp. 264 ff. The investigations into psycho-physical
method carried out by Merkel (" Abbangigkeit zwischen Eeiz und Emp-
findnng,"P. S. iv. 641-594, v.245-291,499-557)and Higier("Experimentelle
PrUfung der psycho-physischen Methoden im Bereiche des Raumsinnes der
Netzhaut," P. S. viL 282-297) I hope to deal with, in a future article, in
connexion with Prof. AngeU's work, " Untersnchungen iiber die Schat-
zung von Schallintensitaiten nach der Methode der mittleren Abstufun-
gen " (P. S. vii pp. 414-468). I must also leave undiscussed here tbe
article by C. Lorenz, " TJntersuchungen ueber die Auffassung von
Tondistauzen " (P. S. vL 26-108), and the controversy between Wundtand
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THE LEIPSIC SCHOOL OF EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY. 209

(b) Quality. Dr. Kirschmann begins his article on the
sensibility to light (Helligkeit) in indirect vision with a
record of experiments upon the functional quality of the
fovea centralis and of the lateral parts of the retina. It
was found that, while neither taken alone is at all exact,
central vision surpasses lateral as regards clearness and
quality of the stimulus ; while lateral vision has the advan-
tage as regards its intensity.

The objective brightness of the retinal image decreases
from centre to periphery ; or, in other words, the quantity
of reflected light which affects the lateral parts of the retina
during fixation is less than that which reaches the fovea
centralis. One would, therefore, expect that laterally seen
objects would appear less bright than those centrally seen.
That this is not the case can be proved in many ways.
Thus, an uniformly bright surface, the centre of which is
fixated, is seen as uniformly bright. A glowing platinum-
wire, just visible with direct fixation, is clearly seen in
indirect vision (Aubert). Dim stars are better made out
when indirectly than when directly observed. Differences
in the brightness of an illuminated surface are more easily
recognised in indirect vision. In the same way, the outer
rings of a Masson's disc are more certainly distinguished
(Helmholtz). After-images in the lateral portions of the
retina are more intense, a*nd last longer than those which
result from direct stimulation.1 A white disc, so covered
with grey glasses as to be, if directly observed, just below
the threshold, becomes visible if indirectly observed. The
alterations undergone by laterally seen colours are not those
of decrease in brightness, but rather those of increased in-
tensity ; red becomes orange ; violet, blue. A rotating disc,
composed of black and white sectors, which just fuses to
grey for direct fixation, shows the succession of black and
white when indirectly regarded : i.e., the sensibility to quick
movement is greater in the lateral parts of the retina than
at the centre.

Dr. Kirschmann proceeded to determine the quantitative
relations of sensibility to light for the different portions of
the retina. He found that its increase with distance from

Stumpf which has arisen out of it (Stumpf, Zeittehnfl fur Psychologic,
L 419 fit, ii. 266 ft, 488 ft Wundt, P. S. vL 605 ft, vii. 298 ft Cf.
Enf?el, Ztilschr. fiir Ptych. ii. 861 ft). The discussion would, of course,
belong to the second division of the paragraph dealing with Sensation.

1 This point requires confirmation. If the rule is as stated, there
are certainly exceptions.

14
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210 B. B. TTTCHBNBB :

the centre is far more considerable along the horizontal
than along the vertical meridian; on the intermediate
meridians it was more or less irregular. The upper half of
the retina is more sensitive than the lower. As regards the
anatomical question, he sees in the cones of the fovea
centralis organs, whose main function is that of distinguish-
ing ; in the rods of the lateral parts, organs especially
sensitive to light.

An appendix discusses the results obtained by A. E. Fick ;
independently of which Dr. Kirschmann had worked. The
greater difference which the former observer found, between
the centre and lateral portions of the retina, is to be ex-
plained by the fact that he employed the adapted (rested)
.eye, and just-perceptible stimulus-intensities.1

An investigation by the same author, into the qualitative
relations of simultaneous light- and colour-contrast, is intro-
duced by an interesting discussion of the phenomena of
pseudo-contrast; of cases, i.e., in which the physical condi-
tions of illumination are the sole or partial cause of the
observed effect. Such phenomena are the coloured halo,
which in certain circumstances surrounds a shadow; or the
greater brilliancy of green upon a red. ground, as compared
with red seen upon green. Coming to simultaneous contrast
proper (the form of contrast which results, simultaneously
with stimulation of certain parts of the retina, in other not
contiguous parts which are not stimulated), Dr. Kirschmann
distinguishes an intensive and extensive side of the pheno-
menon. Intensively, the strength of light-, colour- and-
saturation-contrast depends on the degree of illumination of
the objects regarded ; while that of colour- and saturation-
contrast stands farther in relation to the colour-tone and
degree of saturation of the contrasting surfaces. Extensively,
the strength of simultaneous contrast in general depends on
their extent, and distance from one another and from the
eye. The general experimental results (for which, by the
way, finality is not claimed) were as follows. Simultaneous
colour-contrast contains two elements,—the influence of
each contrasting surface upon the other,—the quantitative
relations of which vary inversely with, though not in a strict
proportion to, the degree of saturation of the two colours.
It is, therefore, strongest when the latter are in a state of
mean saturation; with as complete exclusion of light-con-

1 Kirschm*nii," Ueber die HeUigkeiteempfinduiig im indirecten Sehen,"
P. S. v. 447-498. Fick, " Studien ueber Iicht- wad Farben-empfindnng,1'
PflUger1* Arthiv, xliii. pp. 441 ff
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THE LEIPSIC SCHOOL OF BXPEBTMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY. 2 1 1

trast as is possible. Simultaneous contrast between a
colour and a grey of like brightness (Helligkeif) increases,
probably in a logarithmic relation, with the saturation of the
inducing colour. The intensity of simultaneous contrast in
general varies inversely with the extension of the contrast-
ing surfaces. The intensity of light- and, probably, of
colour-contrast is directly proportional to the linear exten-
sion of the inducing retinal surface.1 Of especial interest
is the author's conjecture that the phenomena of colour-
contrast in general are reducible to terms of light-contrast.
This point he promises to discuss in a future paper.

Recognising the necessity, for the above contrast-experi-
ments, &c., that "white " and " black " should be more than
indefinite terms, Dr. Kirschmann devised an apparatus for
determining their quantitative relation. He took as unit of
measurement the brightness of ordinary white card; and
employed for his comparison various " black " surfaces, and
different methods of illumination. The same card painted
with " Paris black," e.g., gave a brightness of ra, in the light
of a paraffin lamp ; of A in gaslight; and of xr in diffused
daylight.8 Dr. Kirschmann has also found it possible to
produce monochromatic light,—red, green, and blue,—by
combinations of thin aniline-dyed gelatine plates. The
discovery has proved a most useful one for many experiments
in the department of physiological optics.* A series of care-
ful photometrical determinations of the relative brightnesses
of " light" and " dark " surfaces is made the basis of a fifth
article, which deals with the importance of a correct hand-
ling of contrast in art,—principally in painting. The main
body of the paper is taken up with a discussion of light-
contrast ; but a word is also said upon colour- and Batura-

. tion-contrast, upon lustre, and upon the tone of feeling
attaching to simultaneous contrast in general. The intro-
duction deals with the three moments which influence an
appreciation of a work of art: the quality of the artist's
work, its position and surroundings, and the mental furni-
ture of the spectator. The author points out and illus-
trates the mistakes that arise from putting knowledge into
sensation. He writes throughout easily and with sound

1 Kirschnuuro, " Ueber die quantit&tiven VerhKltniflB6 des
HeUigkeite-und Farben-contnuites," P. S. vi. 416-492.

* Eirschmann, " Ein photometrischer Apparat «n psychophysischen
Zwecken," P. 8. v. 292^800.

1 Kirschmann, " Ueber die Herstellnng munochromatisohen Iichtes,"
P. 8. vi. 648-641.
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212 B. B. TITCHENER :

optical knowledge; but treats bis subject-matter too lightly,
and with insufficient regard of the mass of existing literature.1

Finally, .there is to be noticed here Schischmanow's re-
search on the purity of harmonic intervals. In his Ton-
psychologie, Prof. Stumpf arranges these in the following
series, according to the degree of fusion of their constituent
tones : (1) octave; (2) fifth ; (3) fourth ; (4) thirds and
sixths; (5) seventh; (6) second, &c. Assuming (what is
very doubtful) the persistence of this order for the corre-
sponding intervals outside the octave, he formulates a
law of tone-fusion, in a form analogous to that of Weber's
law. Schischmanow, whose reagents judged of the purity
of the interval from successive tuning-fork tones, obtained
(within the octave) the series : (1) octave ; (2) fifth ; (3)
fourth ; (4) greater sixth ; (5) greater third; (6) lesser third;
(7) second ; (8) lesser sixth ; (9) lesser seventh ; (10) greater
seventh. This is evidently comparable with Stumpfs re-
sults ; the higher place occupied by the second being
referable to the musical training of the reagents : since
the second is an interval of very frequent occurrence.
Wundt's law, that the judgment of purity depends on the
coincidence of partial-tones, was thus in general confirmed.
Other interesting results of Schiechmanow's work are the
facts that our sensibility to difference is greater for decrease
of intervals than for their increase ; and that the raising of
a tone is more readily perceived than its lowering.8

(c) Tone of feeling. Dr. Scripture's note on "Idea and

1 Kirschmann, " Die psychologisch-aesthetische Bedeutung des Licht-
und Farben-contraates, P. S. vu. 862-898. Dr. Kirschmann's theory of
painting is a combination of esthetic Idealism with psychological
Realism. This seems to me to represent a purely mechanical eclecti-
cism : and, even as such, it is not consequently carried through. For if
one is to take one's optical knowledge to the criticism of a picture, why
not one's physical ideas in general? The fulfilment of his ideal Dr.
Kirschmann sees in the Sistine Madonna. He takes no umbrage at the
sight of a woman standing on a cloud : though he is hurt if a fall moon
subtends a visual angle of more than half-a-degree. But, indeed, a school
of art which strictly satisfied the requirements of Profs. du-Boia Rey-
mond and Norman Lockyer would be no more than a curiosity. Art
must submit to a compromise between scientific exactness and the
aesthetic needs of the average man, who is neither physicist nor physio-
logist.

1 Schischmanow, " Untersuchungen ueber die Emptindlichkeit des In-
tervallsinne8," P. S. v. 558-600. Stumpf, Tonyrychologie, i i pp. 185, 189.
Stumpfs law is m: n. 2X (where x is a small whole number, and m and
»i vibration-rates of the component tones ; m being < n).—The work of
Schischmanow was published before the second volume of the Tmiptydw-
logie appeared.
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THE LEIPSIC SCHOOL OF EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY. 2 1 3

Feeling " was suggested by the outcome of certain of his ex-
periments on Association, to be mentioned below. It was
found that when, e.g., a colour was presented to the reagent,
the first link in the chain of reproduction was often not an
idea, but a feeling. The question at once presents itself,
whether feeling is, as much as idea, an independent psychical
element; or whether there are in consciousness only ideas
and their relations. The former alternative is that accepted,
e.g., by Lotze and Wundt; the latter represents the position
of Herbart, Lipps, Munsterberg, that idea and feeling are
inseparable sides of one and the same process. To the con-
sideration of these views Dr. Scripture brings the following
facts. A feeling was sometimes associated directly to the
sense-impression, without the intermediation of an idea;
sometimes the association was that of an idea possessing a
strong tone of feeling ; in the majority of cases an idea alone
arose in consciousness. A feeling can of itself alter the
train of reproduction. In nineteen cases out of every
twenty-one the idea which followed the associated feeling
led directly back to the sense-impression. Of this last fact
more presently.

These considerations show that both of the views stated
above must be modified. The former regarded feeling as an
independent process. It is so, in so far as it can enter alone
into the fixation-point of consciousness. The second laid it
down that idea and feeling are two sides of the same process:
they are rather two sides of mental life in general. Or, to
combine both truths: feeling and idea are co-ordinated par-
tial-phenomena of the train of mental processes, necessarily
and always interconnected. But the degree of consciousness
may vary; so that either may be apperceived separately, as
well as both together: while, independently of this, either
or both can influence the train of ideas. This latter fact,
though correct, is not proved by Dr. Scripture's experiments.
And generally confirmatory of Wundt's view as his results
are, they would not by any means present an insuperable diffi-
culty to those who hold the opposite theory. For a relation
between ideas can be apperceived as easily as the ideas
themselves.1

III. Tlie Formation of Ideas. The psychophysic of sen-
sation is unfortunately not yet so far advanced that we can
hope, for some time to come, to see the foundations laid of a
'psychophysic of ideation. Some small beginnings have been

1 Scripture, "Vorstellnng und GefuhL Eine experimentelle Unter-
snohtmj; ueber ihren Zusatunenhang," P. & vi. 586-54'2.
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214 B. B. TTTCHENBB :

made in the way of experiments upon tone-fusion (Stumpf'a
•view and definition of which, however, undoubtedly require
modification), but the science is almost as much a blank here
as it is, too, in the sphere of feeling.—Two articles call for
notice under this head.

By the ' apparent size' of an object is usually understood
the size of the visual angle which it subtends. Dr. Martius
uses the expression, not quite happily, to denote our judg-
ment of the relative size of objects which are at different
distances from the eye. Following a method of experimen-
tation suggested by certain observations of Fechner's,- he
inquires what magnitude, at different distances, appears
equal to a normal magnitude at a constant distance; and
finds that the former increases, though very gradually, with
the distance. Increase of the normal magnitude is accom-
panied by increase of the absolute difference between it and
the magnitude which, at a given distance, appears equal to
it, though it is probable that the relative difference remains
approximately constant.—More experiments are wanted.
The method of minimal changes was alone employed; it
should be tested by that of right and wrong cases. The
constancy of the relative difference between the magnitudes
compared, when the distances are constant, is a tempting
assumption, but one hardly established by Dr. Martius'
results.

The decrease of the apparent size of an object, with
increase of its distance from the eye, cannot be a function of
the size of the retinal image, as the size of objects in general
iB. For the former decrease takes place much more slowly
than the latter. Doubling the distance halves the size of
the retinal image, while fivefold increase of distance in one
of Dr. MartiuB1 experiments decreased the apparent length
of a rod by only one-fortieth. He further adduces a number
of facts to prove that the same retinal image, projected to
different distances, corresponds to space-images of different
sizes, their increase being approximately proportional to the
distance.

It is not clear that Dr. Martius is not here confusing a
purely psychological process on the one hand with a purely
physical fact on the other. In any case, the immediacy
and certainty which he claims for " size-sensations" or
size-ideas cannot be granted to him on the strength of
this one investigation. The empiricist will still hold with
Hering that the seeing of objects which are given equal
in sensation as different is a secondary process. The ap-
parent size of objects, at different distances, is the result
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THB LEIPSIC SCHOOL OP EXPEBIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY. 215

of a compromise, so to speak, between sense and ex-
perience.1

In a short paper on the definition of Vorstellung, Dr. Scrip-
ture argues from Wundt's standpoint that the specific
character of an idea, genetically considered, is its unity; an
unity consisting in cohesion and interconnexion of parts.
This is, of course, to be distinguished from that unity which
the idea owes to apperception, and which, therefore, does
not characterise those ideas which are only perceived. The
latter is the common use of the term in Wundt's psycho-
logy, aid it is a pity that Dr. Scripture has found it neces-
sary to employ the same word with a different meaning.*

TV. Consciousness and the Train of Ideas, (a) Consciousness.
A common mipunderstandmg of Wundt's theory of appercep-
tion represents the latter as a power independent of conscious
content, and acting upon it from without A controversy
with F. Schumann upon the question of the extent of con-
sciousness is made the occasion of a definite statement as to
the use of the term in the Physiologische Psychologic, in
face of which error should hardly be able to arise in the
future. Consciousness is, according to Wundt, a collective
expression for all conscious content,—ideas, feelings, excita-
tions of will, &c,— and nothing beyond this.—-It is the
service of Herbart to have drawn a strict line of division
between the two main characteristics of the inner experi-
ence, which Leibniz had brought together : the possibility
of the renewal of past processes, and the graduation of the
objects of perception in respefct of clearness. Their sever-
ance led to the notion of a limit of consciousness; and so
to that of its experimental determination. The first method
was that of giving the momentary stimulus of a row of
letters, figures, &c. But in this way it is the extent of
apperception, and not that of consciousness, which is
determined. An obvious improvement consists in giving
two successive stimuli (alike or partly different) ; it being
the task of the reagent to judge of their likeness or unlike-
ness. But the method is again unsatisfactory ; for a chance
direction of the attention upon some one part of the im-
pression-complex might considerably influence the results.
To avoid this, the components of the stimuli might them-
selves be successively presented to consciousness; and best

1 Martius, " Ueber die echeinbare Grosse der Gegenstfinde nnd ihre
Beziehang rur Grouse der Netzhautbilder," P. S. v. 601-617.

'Scripture, "Zar Definition einer VoretellunK," P- S. vii. 218-'221.
KUlpe, P. ,S. v. 428.
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in the form of a series of sounds. Here the controversy
begins.

Wundt lays it down that we can only judge immediately
of the qualitative or quantitative similarity or dissimilarity
of two complex sense-presentations, when each of them has
been present in consciousness as a simultaneous whole.
He maintains that this is the case with serial sound-impres-
sions ; as is shown, firstly, by the almost irresistible
tendency to group them rhythmically ; and, secondly, \>y
the fact that a limit is soon reached at which immediacy
and certainty of judgment as to their likeness or unlikeness
ceases. In the moment in which the stimulus ends, i.e., its
whole complex is present in consciousness. This Schumann
denies, on the ground of self-observation ; but, unfortunately,
without giving the time-relations of his experiments. His
view is, that a serial group of similar impressions can be
taken up into the memory, with its number-characteristics ;
and that the reagent, in comparing two such groups,
involuntarily reproduces the group first memorialised along
with the second group; and, therefore, comes to each
separate stimulus with expectation, till the whole number
becomes equal to the number of stimuli in the first group.
Here, therefore, it is denied that expectation persists; while
Wundt finds this to be the case. It is a matter of self-
observation against self-observation.

It is, however, hard to find confirmation of Schumann's
view in the known laws of reproduction. If a series of
similar sounds, a, b, c, d, . . . is followed by a like series,
a1,11, c1, r/1, . . . 'why should a1 call up the image of a alone,
apart from those of b, c, di Wundt's explanation of the
process of immediate comparison as depending on the
accompanying feeling is probably correct; though this
feeling would seem to be not merely the rhythmical feeling,
but a complex,—certainly containing feelings of strain.1

(6) Reaction-time. Prof. Cattell, writing in 1888, de-
clared that " the [simple] reaction is at first voluntary, but
with practice the process becomes reflex, and the time
shorter". The experiments of L. Lange on hearing and
touch, iu part published in the Phil. Studien of the same

1 Wundt," Ueberdie Metboden der Hessungdes Bewnsstaeinsumfanges,"
P. S. vL !i60-'260 ; " Zur Fruge des Bewusstseinsunifanges," P. S. vii. 222-
281. Feelingu of strain accompany all acts of attention, according to
Wundt's exposition in the Phy$. Ptyeh.; ef. ii. p. 240. Schumann,
Zeittchr. far l'n/ch. i. pp. 75 ft, ii. pp. lift ff Cf. Hoffding, Viertel-
jahmehr. fiir was. Phil. xiv. Schumann's general theory of Krvariungt-
ipannuiig seems very questionable.
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year, showed conclusively that differences in reaction-time
are not to be so explained. The direction of the attention
was proved to be the variable which had expressed itself in
the results of different observers. All simple reactions
could thus be grouped in three classes: the sensorial, in
which the attention is directed exclusively upon.the sense-
impression ; the muscular, in which it is concentrated on
the reaction-movement; and intermediate forms, in which
there is vacillation.

Lange .was not content to state that the processes were

?ualitatively different, without giving some further analysis,
rnfortunately, he attempted this from the side of anatomy

and physiology, without testing his conclusions psycho-
logically, as the law of psychophysical Parallelism would
require. None the less, his discussion is suggestive ; and
must be touched on here, that the further course of theory
may be understood.

The sensorial reaction, on Lange's view, may be schema-
tised differently, according as the sense-impression is pre-
ceded or not preceded by a signal. In the former case, the
apperception is active. The sense excitation, on arriving
at its centre, meets with an excitation proceeding from the
apperception-centre; perception and apperception are,
therefore, simultaneous. In the latter case, the appercep-
tion is passive.

In the case of the muscular reaction, we must take into
account the (previous) voluntary innervation of the group
of muscles concerned. The excitation will then follow a
reflex path from sense-organ to muscle-group, without
touching the centre of apperception. In the lower reflex
centre C there is laid up, in unstable equilibrium, a store .of'
potential energy, derived (as actual energy) from the centre
of innervation. This lower centre Lange places conjecturally
in the cerebellum.

No theory of the muscular reaction is adequate, which
does not account for its premature and false forms. The
latter of these is explained by the instability of the lower
centre : an excitation proceeding from an irrelevant sensory
surface is sufficient to upset its equilibrium. For the
former we must assume that C is in connexion with corre-
sponding central sense areas. The excitation connected with
a stimulus-idea arising in one of these might travel to C, and
so produce a motor discharge before the advent of the ap-
propriate sense-excitation.

Next in order comes Dr. Martins' investigation into the
nature of the muscular reaction. The first part of this is
1 5
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.occupied with a criticism of the experiments published by
Dr. Munsterberg in pt. i. of his Beitr&ge. Dr. Munsterberg,
adopting Lange's view that the muscular reaction is a brain-
reflex, seeks to show that it is applicable in the case of com-
pound reactions (reactions involving an act of choice, Ac.).
Dr. Martins' results, on the other hand, point unmistakably
to the conclusion that the direction of the attention upon the
reaction movement has here a retarding, not an accelerating,
influence upon the whole process, where there has been no
previous practice on the part of the reagent; while no con-
stant difference between sensorial and muscular times is to
be found after such practice has taken place. The reaction
process was felt to demand least effort if the attention was
directed upon the sense-impression (word spoken), or on the
co-ordination of the category with the corresponding muscle-
group ("town" with "second finger," e.g.). This latter
form,—the most natural in compound experiments, for
which there has been no practice,—Dr. Martins proposes to
term the " central" reaction; the adjective denoting here, as
in the other two cases, the direction of the attention imme-
diately before the experiment.

The second division of the article deals with the question
whether the simple muscular reaction is a brain-reflex, as
Lange supposed, or a process in which consciousness is
involved. Wundt, without discussing the matter in detail,
accepted the former explanation as adequate for the extreme
form of the ordinary type of muscular reaction,—the reaction
of a practised or " educated " observer. His reasons were,
in the main, those already adduced by Lange; i.e., the occur-
rence of premature and false reactions. Now the former of
these, Dr. Martins points out, proves nothing for the reflex-
theory. It is certainly itself not a reflex, for there is no
sense-stimulus in the case, while it bears an exact resem-
blance to the true muscular form. The inference is, of
course, that the latter is also no reflex. False reactions,
again, tell directly against the theory; for it is most improbable
that the wrong stimulus should give rise to an intended
movement, without the participation of consciousness. The
perception of the stimulus, which, according to Wundt,
accompanies the reaction-process, is thus made essential, as
it is adequate, to its explanation. Dr. Martius notes that
the time required for the reaction is three times as long as
that of a cord-reflex.1

1 Some hypnotic reactions would seem to be really brain-reflexes.
Of. OnanofL " De la perception inoonsciente," Arekivrt de Nturolooie,
Mai, 189a
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Bat what of the test of inner observation? Is one's
impression of the simultaneity of his perception of the
stimulus and response thereto trustworthy? The answer
mast be negative. For this impression of simultaneity can
exist in cases where the attention is sensorially directed;
and the evidence of the so-called complication experiments
refutes it.1 It remains, therefore, to give a positive expla-
nation of the phenomena other than that pat forward by
Lange, and (with reservations) accepted by Wundt. For
this, direct experimentation is necessary. A series of
reactions was obtained, without previous practice, from
various observers, who were required to control the research
by noting down (1) the direction of their attention at the
moment of reaction, and (2) their judgment of the result of
each experiment and of its relative duration. Four varia-
tions of the ordinary method were employed. To do away
with all possible objections, the observers were directed to
react sensorially " as quickly as possible," i.e., without wait-
ing for a fall and clear apperception of the sense-impression
which served as stimalas. A time-difference between mus-
cular and sensorial results showed itself from the outset.

The difference must, then, be a consequence of the differ-
ence in direction of attention, a difference in the central
portion, as opposed to the centripetal and centrifugal por-
tions, of the whole process. Alteration in the central condi-
tions is not, however, identical with the disappearance of the
central terms in the reaction series. The necessary concen-
tration of attention upon the movement is an act of conscious-
ness. The necessary perception of the stimalas differs from
its apperception (as all perception from all apperception) only
in its degree of clearness, and in the time it requires. The
shortness of the muscular reaction is due (1) to the prepared-
ness of the movement, and its consequent more rapid comple-
tion ; and (2) to its earlier commencement, the stimulus-idea
not needing to become clear in consciousness, and the atten-
tion not having to pass from this to the idea of movement.*

The third contribution to the theory of the simple reaction
process is furnished by Dr. Kulpe, in his articles on simul-

1 Of. von Tchisoh, " Ueber die Zeitverhaltniase der Apperception
einf acher und xusammengesetzter Vbrstelhingen, untersncht mit HUlfe
der Complicatumsmethode," P. 8. ii. pp. 608 ft Dwelshaavers, " Unter-
suohunjren ntr Mechanik der activen Aufmerksamkeit," P. S. vi. p. 347.
Dr. Kttipe has shown that our whole consciousness of simultaneity in
co-ordinated voluntary movement is a false one, P. & vi pp. 614 fL, vii.
pp. 147 ft

* The variations noted in the times of muscular reaction are significant
as emphasising the importance of »̂» act of perception of the stimulus.
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taneous movement. Taking Lange's results and views as
his starting-point. Dr. Kiilpe proceeds to ask the question
whether the quality of the preceding psychophysical dispo-
sition is indifferent for the time-relations of the various
forms of motor response to stimulus. The first set of ex-
periments,—which, as was to be expected, led to far wider
issues than that immediately under consideration,—con-
sisted of two-handed reactions (muscular, sensorial, prepared
voluntary, and unprepared voluntary). The results were un-
expected. It was found that right-handed persons did not
necessarily react first with the right hand ; that the numbers
of first right-handed and first left-handed movements did not
compensate one another in the total; that the difference be-
tween the two hand-movements varied from 0<r to 30<r; that
one hand, as a rule, was favoured during each series of ex-
periments ; and that the amount of deviation from simul-
taneity depended essentially on the nature of the reaction.

We must attempt to explain these facts, says Dr. Kiilpe,
by a psychological theory of reaction, and not in Lange's
way. The foregoing state of consciousness, consisting
(qualitatively speaking) in expectation,—i.e., in the apper-
ceived idea of a more or less definite process,—is a factor of
great importance. The more complete the correspondence
between our expectation, and the act of movement or stimu-
lation, the more complete is the preparation for the reaction.

The transition from any one conscious content to any
other is facilitated (1) by the fact of relationship between
the two, and (2) by a favourable state of feeling. In the two
forms of simple reaction, the relationship is very close. The
difference between them is, that in the muscular form the direc-
tion of the attention leads to fusion of the idea in expectation
with the last term of the series ; while in the sensorial, this
fusion is that of expected phenomenon and first term. Add
to this, to explain the difference in duration, the unpleasant-
ness of prolonged expectation in relation to the muscular re-
action ; which gives its movement a mechanical, reflex nature.
"We may now schematise the processes as follows :—

£
Muscular Reaction.

E — Expectation.
Sensorial Reaction.
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Premature reactions are explicable as reactions to
memorial representations of the stimulus ; false reactions as
being the answer to the thought " I have to react to a seiise-
impression ".

To return to the experimental results. The deviations
from simultaneity may be classed as constant and variable.
The constant preference of one hand requires further experi-
mental investigation; while the fact that the mean devia-
tion is less in muscular than in sensorial reactions finds its
explanation in the greater variability of the factors in the
latter case. As regards the foregoing psychophysical dispo-
sition- itself, it .was observed that there always exists a
rivalry between the determination to react simultaneously
and the idea arising in consciousness from the direction of
the attention.

In the second article are communicated experiments upon
the constant deviations from simultaneity already referred
to. A method per exclu&ionem was followed. (1) Varia-
tions of the sense-impression gave no answer to the main
question. . It is interesting, however, to notice that the con-
centration of attention is facilitated if signal and impression
are (qualitatively or quantitatively) different; that the in-
tensity and sharpness of the impression influence the reaction-
time ; and that the general bodily position seems to be of
importance. (2) Alteration of the sensations proceeding
frotn the organs of movement (by ether, ice, induction-
shocks) gave no results. (3) Variations of the attention,
on the other hand, proved to be of influence. The prefer-
ence of one hand is probably to be explained by the acci-
dental direction of the attention. Alteration in sensation
is, naturally, an aid to such preference. In the sensorial
reaction, less uniformity in the idea of the reaction-move-
ment is attainable than is the case in the muscular : hence
the fact that the mean variation of deviation from simul-
taneity in the former is higher than that in the latter form.
The third part of Dr. Kulpe's investigation is as yet un-
published ; further experimentation having been found
necessary.1

A second research by Dr. Martius on the length of reaction
to clangs of different pitch falls under this general head.
Wundt had laid it down that since no constantly different

1 Lange, " Neue Experiments neber den Vorgang der einfachen Re-
action auf Sinneseindrricke " (i)., P. S. iv. 479-510. Martins, " Ueber die
muskulare Beaction-und die AnfmerkBamkeit," P. S. vi. 167-216. KtUpe,
" Ueber die Gleichzeitigkeit und Ungleichzeitigkeit von Bewegongen "
(i)., P. & vi. 414-536; (ii)., P . S. vii. 147-16&

1 5 *
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effects had been obtained by qualitative variation of the
stimulus, in the domain of the three senses which admitted
of exact investigation (sight, hearing and touch), such dif-
ferences might be considered as being too small to require
consideration, in the face of other influences.1 The experi-
ments which Dr. Martins instituted led him, however, to
the conclusion that the reaction-time to clangs lying within
the six octaves C and c" decreases continuously with in-
crease of the number of vibrations; being in the neighbour-
hood of c" no longer than the reaction-tune to noise. The
form of reaction employed was that empirically determined
as the easiest: an intermediate form, in which the attention
was directed exclusively on the sense-impression, but the
movement followed " as quickly as possible " (i.e., before its
apperception). * This general result appeared to confirm the
views of Exner, von Kries, and Auerbach, that a consider-
able but definite number of vibrations (about ten) is neces-
sary for the excitation of the organ of perception. When,
however, this number was calculated for various clangs, it
was Been that the theory did not hold good.* There remained
the supposition of Pfaundler and Kohlrausch that only two
to five vibrations are necessary to produce a tone-sensation.
Dr. Martins offers an alternative theory, based upon varia-
tions in the rapidity of the centripetal and central excita-
tion-process, which must be assumed to differ in accordance
with the different rapidity of the impulses.

The investigation, therefore, establishes the fact that the
duration of the perception of tones is, within wide limits,
a function of their rates of vibration. This is proved both
by the continuous decrease of the reaction-time with the
heightened pitch of the clangs, and by the absence of any
variable, other than the vibration-rates, in the reaction-
process. It is to be regretted that a larger number of
experiments was not made; and that the influence of

Ptyck. ii p. 284.
• Of. above, p. l a
• Thus, for Dr. Martins himself, the numbers for C, «", e" and e'",

instead of being approximately equal, were 2, 9, 81 and 47 respectively.
The results were very different for the different observers; the increase
of the number of vibrations with the height of the tone occurring only in
this case.—In his latest paper, Dr. Martins admits Prof. Stumpfs
objection, that these results (which are gained from a comparison of the
reaction-times to noise and tone) may be invalid. He therefore attempts
the calculation of the number of vibrations from intercomparison of
reaction-times to tone alone. The outcome is not satisfactory ; and
one must reserve judgment until the point has been specially investi-
gated.—P. & vii. 484 ft
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practice was not determined. Coneidering the accuracy and
simplicity of the method which Dr. Martins followed, one is
disappointed at the scantiness of his results.1

In his review of this research, Prof. Stumpf takes excep-
tion to many points; and in especial raises the objection
that the relative intensities of the stimulus-tones were not
sufficiently taken into account and controlled. To the dis-
cussion of this point Dr. Martius devotes a third paper.
Precisely formulated, the question at issue has two sides: it
is—whether the absolute stimulus-threshold is lower for high
than for deep tones; and whether the objective strength of
the stimulus influences the time of reaction. For strength
of stimulus is not to be regarded as equivalent to intensity of
sensation; and the stimulus was kept constant in the ex-
periments communicated in the first article.

Fresh experiments, in which five stimulus-intensities were
employed, fed to the unexpected conclusion that for a prac-
tised observer the strength of the clang had no effect on the
length of reaction-time. Hitherto all observers were agreed
that (within certain limits) the time of reaction decreases
with increasing strength of stimulus. Wundt, judging from
the mass of undifferentiated material which lay to hand, de-
cided that the decrease was very small, so long as the form
of reaction remained the same; and that a purely physio-
logical explanation was possible. Dr. Martius' more exact
experimentation proved, nowever, that the general proposi-
tion is not unconditionally true; that, at least for the ear,
impressions of different intensity are, within wide limits,
reacted upon in the same time. Neither does he assent to a
physiological explanation of the lengthening of the time of
response to weak impressions. Perception is here more
difficult, and the co-ordination of impression and reaction-
movement slower. In the neighbourhood of the threshold
it is probable that no amount of practice or concentration
can overcome these influences.*

Dr. Dwelshauver's work upon the mechanics of attention
is, unfortunately, too fragmentary to be of much use as
material for theory. The author set out to investigate the
question of the influence on the reaction-process of a signal,
given at a definite interval before the sense-stimulus; but
was unable to fulfil his intention. He found that the

1 Martina, " Ueber die Reactdonszeit nnd Peroeptionsdaaer der Kl&nge,"
P. & vi. 894-416.

> Martina, " Ueber den Einflnss der Intensitat der Beize aof die
Beactionszeit der Klange," P. 8. vii. 469-486. Stumpf, ZeitteJir. f. Ptyeh.
«. Phy*. d. Binnetorrgatu, i i 280-282. Wundt, l'hyt. Ftyth. i i 286.
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advantage obtained by the use of the signal was, in general,
greater for the sensory than for the muscular reaction-
form. Some of the minor observations are interesting ; as,
e.g., that the reagent's judgment of the length of his
reaction is subject to the general psychological law of
contrast.1—An as yet incomplete research by H. Leitzmann
deals with the alterations in the length of the apperception-
process dependent on the time-relation in which secondary
stimuli (of the ear) and a primary stimulus (of the eye)
stand to one another after their perception. It is interest-
ing as being the work of a trained astronomer.2—In order to
test the influence of practice on mental processes, Dr.
Berger determined the time required for reading a certain
number of Latin and German words by members of the
different classes in a gymnasium, and by pupils of a pre-
paratory school. He found the time to diminish with
practice, at first very rapidly, then more slowly. Within
his experimental limits, it never became entirely stationary.
Control-experiments proved that this increased facility was
in reality dependent for the main part upon practice, and
but to a small extent upon general mental progress. The
process of reading Dr. Berger analyses into a simple reaction,

" and an act of association. Upon the duration of a simple
reaction we know practice to have no effect; and we are,
therefore, led to explain the experimental results as referring,
almost exclusively, to the central process of association.
By "practice " it becomes gradually possible to apperceive
simultaneously ~& large number of separate impressions in
their logical connexion, phrases taking the place of words
and the still earlier syllables.8

Finally, reference may be made here to Prof. Leumann's
article on the relations of mental activity to breathing and
circulation; in which a special application is given to
Wundt'8 general caution as to the choice of reagents.*

1 Dwelahauvers, " Untersuchungen zur Mechanik der activen Aufmer-
ksamkeit," P. S. vi. 217-249. Dr. Dwelshauvers has published his results,
together with a statement of Wundt's theory of apperception, in book
form ; under the title u Psychologie de 1'Apperception et recherches
expe'rimentales snr 1'Attention " (Brussels, 1690).

* Iyjitxmann, " Ueber Stornngserscheinungen bei astronomischer
Registrirung" (L), P. S. v. 66-95.

» Berger, " Ueber den KinflnHR der Uebung auf ggistige Vorgiinge,"
P. S. v. 170-178.

4 Leumann, " Die Seelenth&tigkeit in ihrem Verhfiltniss zu Blnttnnlauf
•nnd Athmung," P. S. v. 618-681. In defence of the English anthropo-
metrical method, according to which the reagent is directed to execute
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(c) Association. Dr. Scripture's work on the associative
train of ideas is a notable contribution to the experimental
literature of association. The author's aim was the accumu-
lation of factual material, on the ground of which the pro-
blems and laws of association could be formulated anew.
He made no time-measurements ; the investigation of the
qualitative relations of the train of ideas to the object of
sense being his special theme.

The observer sat in a dark chamber, and was subjected to
light-, sound-, touch-, smell-, and taste-stimuli. In the first
case, the light-impressions (picture, word, colour) appeared
before him on the wall of the chamber, and lasted four
seconds. At any moment within this time-limit he could
describe his association. The advantages, of the method
are stated as follows: (1) The condition of consciousness
before experimentation was approximately constant; the
train of ideas being interrupted in every case by the " Now ! "
of the experimenter. (2) Disturbing perceptions were ex-
cluded by the darkness and quiet. (3) The series of repro-
duced ideas could be exactly controlled and reported by the
observer. The results led Dr. Scripture to the formulation
of four irreducible processes as comprised in the act of
association : preparation, influence, expansion, after-effect.
Preparation is the process whereby an iaea becomes capable
of exerting an influence upon the content of consciousness :
its origin lies outside consciousness. The influence is not
necessarily exercised; the prepared idea may disappear
without effect. In Fechnerian language preparation is
thus, more or less, a passing of the threshold. Influence
takes place when an idea causes an alteration in conscious
content, with or without interruption of the stream of
thought. Expansion consists in the addition of ideas (or
constituent parts of ideas) to an idea (or parts of it) already
present. Sometimes ideas which have disappeared from
consciousness exercise an influence on its later content.

The material illustrative of each process cannot here be
dealt with. But especially to notice are two cases, in
which the influence of unconscious ideas on reproduction is
considered. The first of these is that of mediate reproduc-

the reaction-movement " as quickly as possible," it may be said that the
reaction-time of 'real life' is probably obtained thereby in the great
majority of cases. Lange pointed out that a natural preference of the
muscular, sensorial, or mixed form goes along with difference of tempera-
ment (P. S. iv. 496). The times could be classified under these three
heads, by comparison with the norms established by a more exact ex-
perimentation.

15
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tion. An idea, it is maintained, is able to call up another
idea, with which it is unconnected, if each has been at some
time connected with a third idea, not now in consciousness.
Thus, there is shown to the observer a Japanese word-
symbol together, with the word written in Latin characters ;
and, after some time, the same symbol with the correspond-
ing German word. If, later, either of the written words
alone is presented to him, the other is associated with it,
without the conscious intermediation of the sign. Only in
" favourable" cases were good results obtained by this
method. Often there was no reproduction, or a wrong one,
or the symbol recurred in consciousness. If all cases were

T

counted, -. = 1*155 ; if those, in which the symbol was

rpossibly recurrent were excluded, ^ = 2. These numbers,

besides proving the general position stated above, show
that the general effect of the intermediate (unconscious or
half-conscious) idea is much weaker than that of an apper-
ceived idea. The second case to be noticed is that of after-
effect. Can a not-perceived constituent of a complex idea
have so great an after-effect that, if it alone is later perceived,
it can call up the whole idea ? A picture was shown to the
observer, together with some simple object (colour, letter)
in indirect vision. The exposure tune was so short that he
knew no more than that he had seen something indirectly.
When the principal picture had been recognised, the
secondary object was given alone, in direct perception;
and the observer stated on what principal picture he had
first thought. Thirty-four per cent, of the reactions were
correct.

A theoretical discussion of the results the author reserves
for a future article. Meantime, it is plain that the four basal

Jrocesses above referred to are logical and not psychological.
iOgically, they can be separated; psychologically, they over-

lap one another. Moreover, the observer's inner experience
was, to some extent, neglected to save the processes. Objec-
tion might also be taken to the experimental method. Dr.
Scripture deals only with the reproduction occasioned by
sense-perception. By lengthening the association-time, he
might have also obtained results in pure ideational reproduc-
tion. The sense of sight was unduly preferred; that of
smell, so important for association, unduly neglected. Again,
the picture was exposed for the whole four seconds. It
is possible that we have here the explanation of the
fact that the associated feeling led back to the sense-
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impression. In other respects, the four seconds' limit has
no great claim to reality, for the observer could speak when
he chose.

Neither can it be admitted that Dr. Scripture's ex-
periments have succeeded in erecting mediate reproduction
to a general law, possible or probable as the process
may be, on • other grounds. The only guarantee that,
when the second pair of impressions p x is given, the
idea of the former pair d x is not immediately asso-
ciated with them, is the memory of the observer; and
this cannot be always reliable. Theoretically, too, there
seems no reason for the disappearance of x, unless it be that
a Japanese symbol is difficult to reproduce. It was found
that with complicated geometrical figures there was no
reproduction ; while, if the intermediary was a simple colour,
it invariably recurred in consciousness.1 As regards the
experiments upon after-effect, a purely physiological explana-
tion is possible. The object seen in indirect vision would
excite a brain-process, even if it did not form part of con-
scious content at the time. The re-excitation of the same
process by the later direct vision of the object would then
bring with it a reproduction of the original direct perception.
There need be no question of the influence of the idea, half-
conscious or unconscious, of the object indirectly seen.

Dr. Scripture's great service to the psychology of associa-
tion is that he has broken ground in the way of exact ex-
perimentation. No criticism of the positive results of his
research can, of course, effect the value of this service. His
criticism of the present association-psychology is interesting
and acute; but final judgment cannot be passed before the
appearance of the promised theoretical discussion.*

The object of Lehmann's two articles is less the explana-
tion of the phenomenon of recognition, as such, than the
determination of the number of the fundamental laws of
association; and, in particular, of the claim of the law of
Similarity to hold its place beside the law of Contiguity.
Hoffding, following Hamilton, J. 8. Mill, and Bain, had

i It is a pity that Dr. Scripture has not given the numerical relations
of his results in more detail Could we compare directly the percentage
of cases in which mediate reproduction occurred with the percentage in
which the symbol undoubtedly recurred in consciousness, a judgment of
probability would be possible.

1 Scripture. " Ueber den association Verlanf der Vorstellungen," P. S.
vii. 60-148. Mr. Galton is the founder of the experimental psychology
of association: InquirUt into Human Faculty, pp. 186 ft Bat valuable
as his results are, his method was not sufficiently exact.
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declared Similarity to be the primal law ; and the facts of
recognition to be the best proof of this. Every reproduction
by contiguity is preceded by a primitive similarity-association.
He drew a distinction from the outset, between immediate and
mediate recognition. The former occurs when a sense-impres-
sion (e.g., a spoken word) appears to us as known, without
our being able to give any reason for our knowledge of it;
i.e., when no other ideas arise in consciousness to explain
the fact of its identification. Here it is impossible for an
association by contiguity to have taken place. Rather does
the spoken word call up the idea of its previous occurrence ;
and to this attaches tne quality of recognition. The idea
fuses immediately with the present perception, and there are
no other free ideas present in consciousness to bring about
the association. We have a reproduction by similarity.
Mediate reproduction occurs, on the other hand, when the
idea of previous occurrence, called up by the spoken word, is
a free idea beside the present perception. Thus is effected a
primary association, on the foundation of which secondary
contiguity-associations may arise.—Rather a difference of
degree, one would think, than of kind.

Lehmann replies by a theoretical discussion of the laws of
association. "Forms "and " Iaw6," he points out, are not
interchangeable terms. That the similarity-form occurs
is undoubted; but is similarity the cause of the reproduc-
tion? The decisive question is, whether there are facts
which compel us to accept the law of similarity, or whether
the law of contiguity is adequate to the explanation of the
phenomena. If this latter is the case, the law of contiguity
must be unhesitatingly adopted, for association by contiguity
is certainly not explicable in terms of similarity; and the
logical law ofparsimony directs the rejection of needless
hypothesis. Hoffding found the facts he required in the
process of recognition, but his assumption of the original
similarity-association, which precedes all contiguity-associa-
tion, depends on a misapprehension. For no state of
consciousness recurs; but a state, completely or partially
identical with a former state, may be induced by a present
perception: and in this way there may arise contiguity-
associations which effect the recognition.

Hoffding rejoins, with justice, that Lehmann's experimen-
tal method was not exhaustive. The only recognition-
process investigated was that for which consciousness had
been already prepared by expectation, and the question of
immediate recognition was not touched. To which Lehmann
replies by a series of important experiments upon the recog-
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nition of the smell of chemical compounds, &c. All stages
of recognition,—from the "immediate" form up to express
identification, with localisation in time and space,—proved
to be explicable by the law of contiguity. Especially interest-
ing are the intermediate cases, in which the manner of the
associations only became clear to the observer after some
thought, or upon suggestion from the experimenter. Lehmann
concludes convincingly that there can be no recognition with-
out reproduction by contiguity.1

At this stage of the discussion Wundt intervenes with a
comprehensive article. He points out that of the two
theories which alone remain in the field, the one of which
refers all association to contiguity, while the other calls in
the aid of similarity as well, the former has the methodological
advantage.. AH explanation of the laws of association must
proceed from the fact that the forms in which it is given
are complex processes, intelligible only in the light of the
elementary processes whose products they are. This thought
is implicit in the controversy between Hoffding and Lehmann;
for both recognise the necessity of setting out from a con-
sideration of recognition. But neither of them has carried
it consequently and radically through.

The elementary processes to be considered are those of
complication and assimilation ; more especially the latter.
Complication forms the basis of the successive association of
disparate ideas; assimilation that of the successive associa-
tion of ideas within the same sense-sphere. Wundt takes
the latter only, and analyses out from it the ultimate asso-
ciative processes.

Two elementary processes {Verbindungsvorgange) are to
be found in that of assimilation. (1) Those constituents
of a perception, which previously have been often perceived,
call up the constituents which are identical with them
(Verbindv,ng des Gldchen). (2) Through the intermediation
of the latter, other constituents are called up, which are
absent in the given impression, but which previously were
in temporal and spatial connexion with the intermediaries.

What are, then, the so-called similarity- and contiguity-
associations ? The second elementary process is plainly the
most essential factor in the latter form. On the other hand,
association by similarity cannot be explained in terms of the

1 Hoffding, Ptyehologie in Umritttrt, pp. 152-8. Of. his four articles in
the VierUljahrtschrift fiir wiuentcha/Uiclie Philo$ophie, 1889 ; especially pp.
488 ff. Lehmann, " Ueber Wiedererkennen," P. S. v. 96-166; " KriUsche
und experimentelle Studien ueber das Wiedererkennen," P. S. vii.
169-212.
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first elementary process; for similarity implies partial differ-
ence, as well as partial identity. And in the first process we
were dealing only with the calling up of the identical consti-
tuents. As a matter of fact, both ground-processes enter more
or less into the formation of all complex association-forms;
and every complex association is explicable as product of the
two processes. If the results of the first process are in the
foreground of consciousness, the product is a similarity-asso-
ciation ; if those of the second, an association by contiguity.

Wundt goes on to show that the different stages of recogni-
tion investigated by Lehmann and Hoffding form a transition
between simultaneous and successive association. They make
clear the temporal disjunction of the constituents of the
former. The importance of recognition for the explanation of
association lies partly here, and partly in the fact that in it
the conditions of the process of disjunction can be examined.

The article concludes with a discussion of Herbart's frei
steigende Vorstellungen. The possibility of their occurrence
is denied.1

(d) Emotion. The importance of Wundt's essay on the
Emotions, which contains much more than is promised by
the title, has been recognised on all hands. Many readers of
the Phys. Fsych. must have felt that while Sensation and Will
came then to their full rights,—the one because of the pre-
valent direction of psychophysical investigation, the other
through the apperception-theory and the discussions which
it has called forth,—Feeling occupied a more or less
subordinate place in the whole system. This is, of course,
in part conditioned by the nature of the case : the feelings,
and the psychical processes which are developed from them,
are of all conscious content the most elusive and difficult of
derivation. Wundt's present exposition falls under three
heads: (1) a historical survey of German terminology; (2)
Feeling and Emotion; (8) Emotion, Impulse, and Will.
In the second section it is shown how empirical psychology
avoids the errors of the extremists,—of intellectualism on
the' one hand, and physiology on the other. Simple mental
processes can neither be defined nor derived. It is as wrong
to look for the origin of feeling in primitive operations of
thought as to regard the emotions as " disturbances of mus-
cular innervation, arising by way of reflex ". Feeling and
Emotion are described and distinguished; feeling being the

1 Wundt, u Bemerkungen inr Astociationslehre," P. &. vii. 829-861.
The question of an original similarity, in HOffding'B and James's sense,
apart from partial identity, it not discnswid by Wundt
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simple, pleasurable or painful state (simple in respect of
quality, not necessarily—as is the case with sensation—of
origin also) experienced when consciousness is relatively un-
/disturbed; emotion the more complex condition, which is
characterised by an interruption (favourable or inhibitory) of
the course of ideation. Emotion has, moreover, certain
physiological concomitants, which themselves react upon it,

. rendering it in a still more complicated state. The distur-
bance of the train of ideas is the consequence of an act of
apperception; the quality of the apperceived object, or the
manner of its affection of consciousness, occasioning the
Btrong excitation of feeling. This relation of Emotion to
Apperception is the key to the fact of the expression of the
emotions in external movements, and the consideration of
these tends (through a short criticism of adverse psychological
theory) to the third section.

The latter opens with a restatement of the author's theory
of Will as Bimple, original mental process. The common
derivation of will from feeling, through desire, is referred to
an inadequate analysis of conscious content. In the actual
operations of will, feeling and volition are inseparably con-
nected ; and it is owing to the greater intensity of the
direction of will in such a complex process that the simple
Impulse arises. There may, however, be present in con-
sciousness many feelings and different directions of will.
In such a case, either a labile equilibrium results ; or, if one
impulse is the strongest, yet not strong enough actively to
overcome those opposed to it, Desire ; or, finally, if this
stage is passed, voluntary action or " choice". After a
discussion of the psychology of choice, and a reminder to
the reader that the simple processes disclosed by analysis
are artificial products, the article concludes with a detailed
criticism of Dr. Miinsterberg's theory of volition.1

(«) Disturbances of consciousness. The question whether
light or heavy sleepers dream more was made the subject of
statistical inquiry, in Mr. Galton's way, by F. Heerwagen.
Humanity was divided, for the purpose of the investigation,
into men, women, and students.2 The general results ob-
tained were as follows :—

1 Wundt, " Znr Lehre von den GemSthsbewegungen," P. S. vi. 886-898.
Of. MIWD, xvi. p. BOS ; Zeittehr.fitr Piych. ii. 816-821. Special attention may
be called to pp. 3t)7-8of Wnndt's essay. Here occurs the most definite state-
ment of his position as regards Innervationttmpfindungen; a statement which,
but for facts to the contrary, one would have supposed unmistakable.

* Students were arranged in a separate class, as affording especially good
material for observation, owing to uniformity of life, age, condition, Ac.
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(1) With increase of age, sleep becomes lighter and
dreams fewer. Children, however, dream but little, if at all;
the maxinmm of dream-frequency being reached between
the ages of twenty and twenty-five. The curve of sleep does
not, as might be expected, ran parallel to the dream-curye,
but in a straight line : sleep becoming steadily lighter from
childhood onwards. (2) The intensity of dreams increases
with their frequency. (3) Frequent dreaming and light
sleep vary together, but not proportionally. A deep sleep is
attended with but small decrease of dream-frequency. (4)
The more frequent the dreams, and the lighter the Veep,
the better is the waking memory of them. Women form a
possible exception to this rule ; though their sleep is light,
not much of dreams is remembered. i

There is a very great difference between the sexes.
Women sleep more lightly and dream more than men. / In
men, the frequency of dreams has no influence on the dura-
tion of sleep ; whereas this influence is very large in the
case of women,—sleep with much dreaming lasting, on the
average, an hour longer than dreamless sleep. Much dream-
ing brings with it, for women, the necessity of a longer period
of sleeping {e.g., of day-sleeping). Women who are light
sleepers require half-an-hour less sleep than heavy sleepers.
On the whole, women's sleep is more interrupted than men's.
A suggested reason for this difference is that women can
gratify their inclination in the matter of sleep more easily
than men. The majority of men in question represented
themselves as-feeling tired on waking, the women not.

Factors in the general result are the time required for
getting to sleep, the interruptions of sleep, the ability to
sleep at will, mental disposition during the day, nervousness
(which is greater in women than in students, and in students
than in men), temperament, occupation.1

V. Will. I t is impossible in the space now at command
to give a satisfactory account or criticism of Dr. Kiilpe's
chapters on the place of Will in modem psychology. Dr.
Kiilpe, himself a follower of Wundt, passes in critical review
the chief theories from the time of Herbart downwards ;
concluding with an especially clear and valuable exposition
of Wnndt's view. He emphasises the fact that the latter is
strictly empirical. When we have analysed out the con-
stituents of Sensation-complex and Feeling from conscious
content, we are left with a something, which has for its

1 F. Heerwagen, " Statistische Untersuchungen ueber Trailme und
Schlaf," P. 6. v. ttOl-820.
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chief attributes spontaneity and unity. This ' something '
is the primitive activity of will,—apperception : as much a
part of conscious content as is "b lue" or "pleasant".
Again, Wundt makes apperception the content of the self-
conscious Ego : but self-consciousness originates partly in a
sum of ideas which possess the character of permanence,
partly in the dependence of these upon our volition. Gradu-
ally the half-sensible, half-conceptual constituents fall away;
and apperception alone takes their place.

I propose to take notice of one portion only of Dr. Kiilpe's
work,—-his discussion of the relation existing between apper-
ception and feeling. In support of Wundt's theory of feel-
ing, as set forth in the Phys. Psych, (that it arises as the re-
action of apperception upon sense-impressions), Dr. Kiilpe
gives four reasons. Firstly, in feeling of all kinds we are
conscious of a greater spontaneity, or inner activity, than
is the case in perception, and this spontaneity is one of the
distinguishing characteristics of apperception. Qualities of
sensation we ascribe to objects without us, and this although
many sensations outlast the original external stimulation:
but this is never done with tones of feeling. Secondly, both
will and feeling are blunted by exercise, in the sense that the
voluntary act becomes automatic (the idea that was once
apperceived failing very soon to excite attention), the posi-
tive or negative feeling indifferent. Thirdly, perception
always implies a corresponding stimulus; feeling is (at least
in developed mental life) bound up with dispositions of con-
sciousness, which have their history. The same holds of
apperception. Fourthly, the most common forms of volition
are so naturally and nearly connected with the feelings of plea-
sure and pain, that trouble is required to separate the two ele-
ments. Aversion and desire seem to the inner perception to be
simple processea On the other hand, the object (or idea) which
excites these states of mind is comparatively unimportant.

The feelings of sense,—pleasure and pain,—are the most
frequent motives to voluntary action. It is plain that apper-
ception stands also in close connexion with the elementary
aesthetic feelings, which depend on the temporal and spatial
relations of ideas; and also with the intellectual feelings,
which accompany the apperceptive association of ideas, and
so appear as its immediate effects. So is it with emotion.
In the simplest case, an emotion is called forth by the action
of an unexpected stimulus upon consciousness. The stimu-
lus is unexpected when the apperception has not been
adapted to it, so that it makes its way by force to the mental
fixation-point. An emotion may also be called into being,
if the stimulus has been apperceived, but is so strong as

1 6
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quickly to exhaust the apperception. Finally, impulses are
distinguished from emotions by the fact that in them external
movements enter into the service of the emotional excitations.

This short review may give some idea of the immense
importance in Wundt's psychology of his theory of volition,
and of his view of the constant interaction of two out of the
three ultimates of mental analysis. In the sphere of sen-
sation we are on better-known and surer ground, so that the
function of apperception there need not be discussed.1

The brief review of psychological researches published in
the Philosophisdu Studien, which it was the aim or the present
paper to give, is now concluded. It must be remembered
that the Stvdien has a threefold function to perform:
firstly, as the organ of Wundt himself; secondly, as the
place' of publication of the best philosophical work done
under his direction; and, thirdly, as a journal of experimen-
tal psychology,—principally, of course, for the Leipsic labo-
ratory. Several articles, some of considerable importance,
have, therefore, been passed over in the above survey.1
When the number and quality of the remainder are taken
into account, together with the fact that the Studien forms
only one put of many serial publications devoted mainly or
exclusively to experimental psychology, it seems a not un-
reasonable hope that there will exist, in the near future, a
body of knowledge sufficient to justify the claim of the
science to independence. The names of psychologists will
gradually be subordinated to that of the field in which they
nave worked: and the establishment of a Professor of
Psychology as a natural science, beside the Professors of
Physics and Physiology, will then be a matter of course.

I Klllpe, " Die Lehre vom Willen in der neueren Psychologic," P. S.
v. 177-244, 381-446. The reader of the above paragraph will have been
reminded of Wundt'B relationship to Lotze.—In comparing this article
with that of Wundt on the Emotions, it must be remembered that, in
his psychology, the words " will " and " apperception " have a twofold
meaning,—(1) as indicating a primitive mental activity, and (2) as ex-
pressing the complex states derived from this in different directions.

I 1 subjoin the names of these for the Rake of completeness. (1)
Syttematic Phxitnophy.—Wundt, " Deber die Eintheilung der Wissen-
schaften,"P. & v. 1-57. " Biologische Probleme," v. 827-880. "Was soil
nns Kant nicht sein ?" vii. 1-49. (2) Loyic.—Brix, " Der mathema-
tische Zahl-begriff und seine Entwicklunffsformen," v. 682-677, vi. 104-
166, 281-884. (8) Theory of Knowledge.—KeichexAt, " Kant's Lehre von
den synthetiscnen Urtheilen a priori in ihrer Bedeutnng fur die Mathe-
matik," P. S. iv. 695-689. Klilpe, " Das Ich nnd die Aussenwelt," L, vii.
894-418. (4) Ethic—Schubert, " Adam Smith's Moral-philosophie," vi.
562-604. (6) MuceUanatiu.—" Drei Briefe von Johann Friedneh Her-
bart," v. 821 -826. Wundt, " Zur Erinnerung an Gustav Theodor Fechner,"
iv. 471-47H, 640.
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